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mplay. Perhaps unfortunately for
some . Category:Alien vs. Predator
games Category:Video game
franchises Category:Predator video
gamesQ: Convert all bits of an
integer to '1's & '0's of a string in
JavaScript Is there any method or
function available to convert all bits
of an integer to a string in
JavaScript? For eg.: Let, string =
101111001; I want string =
'00011011'(here no string truncation
is done.) A: It's the bitwise-and
operator, which takes one number
and a mask, and returns a new
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number that is just the result of
anding the bits in the two. 0 & 1 = 0
2 & 1 = 3 13 & 1 = 8 51 & 1 = 52
33 & 4 = 1 100 & 4 = 0 124 & 1 =
125 So if you have a number you
want to find the mask for, you can
do String.fromCharCode(0x100 |
(~~number)) ... which just pads the
number with zeroes if necessary to
get the length of the mask. it is not
generally conceded that the state of
-2- 04-17-00714-CR
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